
Pittsburgh's Greatest Athletes: Celebrating
Sports Legends and Their Impact on the City
Welcome to the Steel City, where champions are born, legacies are built, and the
spirit of competition runs deep. Pittsburgh is known for its rich sports history,
producing some of the greatest athletes the world has ever seen. From the
football dominance of the Pittsburgh Steelers to the celebrated hockey legacy of
the Pittsburgh Penguins, this city has been a hotbed for athletic prowess for
decades. Among these legends is a name that may surprise you - Kellyanne
Conway. Yes, the same Kellyanne Conway who made her mark in politics, also
happens to be an exceptional athlete with deep ties to Pittsburgh's sports scene.
Join us as we delve into the remarkable careers of Pittsburgh's greatest athletes,
including the unexpected entry of Kellyanne Conway, and explore the indelible
impact they have left on this city and its sporting world.

1. Terry Bradshaw: The Golden Arm of the Steel Curtain Era

When talking about Pittsburgh's greatest athletes, it would be remiss not to begin
with Terry Bradshaw, the quarterback who led the Steelers to four Super Bowl
victories. Bradshaw's powerful arm and natural leadership skills made him the
face of Pittsburgh football in the 1970s. His 13-year career with the Steelers left
an indelible mark on the city, and he is still regarded as one of the best
quarterbacks of all time.

2. Mario Lemieux: Revitalizing the Penguins and Elevating Hockey

No discussion about Pittsburgh's athletes would be complete without mentioning
Mario Lemieux, who is often considered one of the greatest hockey players in
history. Lemieux was not only a prolific scorer but also a visionary who helped
save the Penguins from bankruptcy and brought two Stanley Cup championships



to the city. His impact on Pittsburgh hockey goes far beyond the ice, as he
continues to be involved in the team's ownership and supports various
community initiatives.
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3. Dan Marino: The Legendary Quarterback Who Almost Played for
the Steelers

Did you know that one of the greatest quarterbacks of all time, Dan Marino,
almost played for the Pittsburgh Steelers? Marino, a Pittsburgh native, had an
illustrious career with the Miami Dolphins, setting numerous passing records
along the way. His close ties to the city and continued philanthropic efforts have
made him a beloved figure among Pittsburgh sports fans, despite never officially
suiting up for the Steelers.

4. Sidney Crosby: A Modern Hockey Icon and Pittsburgh's Captain

Sidney Crosby, often referred to as "Sid the Kid," is a true embodiment of
Pittsburgh sports excellence. Drafted first overall by the Penguins in 2005,
Crosby has since become one of the most decorated players in the NHL. His
leadership, skill, and dedication have helped the Penguins capture three Stanley
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Cups, further solidifying his status as one of the all-time greats. Crosby's impact
extends beyond the rink, as he is actively involved in philanthropy and community
programs in the city.

5. Franco Harris: The Immaculate Reception and Legendary Steelers
Running Back

No compilation of Pittsburgh's greatest athletes would be complete without
mentioning Franco Harris. Harris, known for his memorable "Immaculate
Reception," played a key role in the Steelers' four Super Bowl victories. His
powerful running style and clutch performances made him a fan favorite. Harris's
athletic prowess continues to resonate in Pittsburgh, where he remains an iconic
figure in the city's rich sports history.

6. Kellyanne Conway: A Surprising Entry in Pittsburgh's Athletic
Legacy

You may be wondering how Kellyanne Conway - a prominent political figure - fits
into Pittsburgh's greatest athletes list. Born and raised in Atco, New Jersey,
Conway developed her passion for sports at a young age. She excelled in high
school athletics, particularly in track and field, where she set various records.
Conway's passion for sports remained strong, even as she transitioned into
political consulting. Her ties to Pittsburgh come through her husband, who hails
from the city. Her love for sports and the unwavering support she has given to
Pittsburgh teams make her an unlikely but admirable addition to this list of sports
legends.

The Impact of Pittsburgh's Greatest Athletes

These athletes have left an undeniable impact on Pittsburgh, both on and off the
field. Their accomplishments and dedication to their craft have inspired
generations of athletes and fans, shaping the city's sports culture. But their



contributions extend far beyond sports. Through philanthropy and community
involvement, these athletes have given back to the city that supported them,
leaving a lasting legacy that transcends the realm of athletics. Whether it's
rebuilding communities, fostering goodwill among fans, or serving as role models
for aspiring athletes, these Pittsburgh legends have made a significant mark on
the Steel City.

Celebrating Pittsburgh's Sporting Heritage

Pittsburgh's greatest athletes have ensured that the city's sporting legacy will
endure for years to come. Their talents, dedication, and love for the game
continue to inspire both current and future athletes. As we celebrate their
achievements, we also acknowledge the city of Pittsburgh itself, a place that has
consistently nurtured remarkable talent and become a stronghold of competitive
spirit. So, next time you cheer for the Steelers, the Penguins, or any other
Pittsburgh-based team, remember the legends who came before them, and the
enduring impact they left on the city.

Join us in commemorating the greatness of Pittsburgh's athletes, from Terry
Bradshaw's golden arm to the surprising entry of Kellyanne Conway, and let their
stories inspire you to reach new heights in your own athletic journey.
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Author and sports historian David Finoli's inside look at the 50 greatest male and
female athletes in Pittsburgh history.

Greatness in sport is both undefinable and immediately recognizable. Though it is
rare, Western Pennsylvania has been graced with a long history of athletes who
embody the essence of greatness. They have proudly represented the region in
sports such as boxing, golf and track; carried their collegiate teams to victory; and
worn the black and gold of the Steelers, Pirates and Penguins. Pittsburghers still
recall how Mario Lemieux glided effortlessly through an opposing defense before
befuddling the goalie or Arnold Palmer's unique swing that made the everyday
duffer feel like he was one of them. Fans debate whether Terry Bradshaw or Ben
Roethlisberger is the better quarterback and what the legacy of Barry Bonds is,
while keeping Roberto Clemente among their most cherished icons. Take a deep
dive into all of that and more and re-discover the best of the best in Pittsburgh
sports history.
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